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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1958

Mayes, Francis
New Pledges
'62 Representatives Announced hy
To MSGA
Alpha Psi Omega

Y Holds Seminar Nov. 19;
Marriage Problem is Topic

Who's Who Honors 12
Leading Ursinus Seniors

The Jewish viewpoint of marAre intermarriages accept----riage and the family was pre- able? Historically they are opOn Thursday, Nov. 13, two new
Thursday evening, Nov. 20, at
Six Ursinus Men and Six Women Win
sented by Rabbi Harold M. posed for psychological and so- members were elected from the dress rehearsal for the play,
Kamsler in Bomberger on Wed- clological reasons. The effects Freshman Class as representa- Joan of Lorraine, the traditional
Collegiate Honors For All Around Ability
nesday evening, Nov. 19. Room 7
Twelve seniors have been chosen to appear in the 1958-59
was filled with those students on the. families concerned and tives to the Men's Student Gov- announcement of those students
who had come to hear the sec- ~n~d~hl~~r~~~ ~o~lu~ft;,h~~!t e~nment. The new members a~e who will pledge for the national edition of Who's Who Among Students In American Universities
ond in the series of marriage be recognized.
DICk Mayes and Barry FranCIS. dramatic fraternity, Alpha Psi and Colleges, the annual publication of the national honorarj
seminars.
Is adoption permissible? It is At Ursin us Barry Is a member Omega, was made. Each year at organization.
Rabbi Kamsler is a graduate acceptable only if the child is a of the band and an active mem- this time the students are chosThese students were chosen by the organization after being
of New York Unjversity with Jew or is converted.
ber
of
his
class.
In
high
school
en
because
of
their
activities
in
nominated
by a selection committee from the college composed
B.A. and M.A. degrees in the
How
does
the
divorce
rate Barry was president of the stu- Curtain Club productions the of officers of the student government councils and of the college
ng
JewlS'
h
homes
compare
fields of sociology and anthro- amo
dent council. Dick is a chem'.
administration.
pology. He is secretary of the with that of Protestant families? istry
major and a pre-medical number of points they have obThey were nomipated on the basis of scholarshjp, participaCommission on Marriage and
the Famjly of the Uruted Syna- Rabbi Kamsler feels the rate is student. In high school Dick was tained from working in the dra- tion and leadership in academic and extra curricular activities;
becoming
In president of the student coun- matic groups, and the . judge- citizenship and service to the school; and promises of future usegogue of America, and is the quickly
the Talmut,
therethe
aresame.
certain
Chairman of the youth Com- instances stated when divorce is cil and his homeroom. He par- ment of the current members of fullness.
Students chosen from Ursinus are Rosalie Bellairs, Carolyn
. 'ble. However, th ese rea- ticipated in track and the Sen- Alpha PSI' Omega.
mission of the Eastern Pennsyl- permlSsl
vania Region of the United Sy- sons are internreted differently ior play, also.
Diana Vye, president of Alpha Carpenter, Walter Christ, Allan Daniels, Samuel Fogal, Frederick
~
The meeting of Nov. 20, 1958 Psi Omega, announced the new Glauser, John Haag, Te d H 0 1com be, Alice I rwm,
. Na ncy Owen ,
nagogue of America.
between the Orthodox,
Conservh f
d Di
V
The talk given was divided in- ative and Reformed groups of was called to order by the presi- pledges. Dr. Storey was made an - - - - - - Joan
Sc
ae
er
an
ana
l'Ie B ella'
'd en tyeo0f
to two sections. One dealt with the faith. The procedure must dent, Jack Haag, at 6:45. The honorary member. The followRosa
.
lrs,
preSI
st d t G
the historical background of Ju- include a religiOUS as well as a minutes were read and approv- ing are the students who were
the Women's
u en
overndaism and its views on marriage, civil divorce.
ed.The freshman representatives honored: Jack Elander, Rnth
ment Association, tis ant English
b i
and the second, with the present
i Mer'cer, Nancy Springer, Lolly
major and plans 0 en er usRabbi Kamsler feels that the
Dick Mayes and Barry Franc s,
t·
H
day situation. Beginrung with acceptability of a person who took
the oath of office. The com- Strasser.
ness following gradua Ion. er
Adam and Eve and the creation has changed his faith is largely mittees for the Christmas Dance
Jack Elander, a senior psyactivities include Messiah, ¥eisof a one-partner marriage, Rab- determined by the individual
ga ve their reports. The dance chology maJ'or, lS' president of
Th S · 1 -h
nounc tersingers, co-chairman of the
bi Kams]er provided the origins family or the community con- has
been scheduled from 8:30 to the International Relations Club.
e emor c ass as an
- Ruby typing staff, and the Ruby
of many of the Jewish practIces cerned. In the Church, however,
Jack, I'n addl·tl·on to producing ed
thatt the'11Senior
Ball,
Fantasy
feature staff. She is a member of
11
p.m.
following
the
banquet.
.
F
b
h
Id
t
th
S
concerning marriage. Some of the person is no longer a part of
Bob Barrow and Archie Mc- Joan of Lorraine, the fall play In ros, WIl e e a
e un- Phi Alpha Psi Sorority and Pi
these are the arrangement of the group.
Kown spoke to the Council about presented this past week-end, is nybrook Ba iroom on Frid ay eve- Gamma Mu, national honorary
the betrothal and the wedding
also a member of Stars and ning, December. 5. d k~~
social science fraternity, and
·
a
combined radio broadcas t mg
h
by the families of the bride and
station which they proposed Players.
Matt GilleslPle an l~ 0frc tesh~ has been a member of the Sengroom, and the later custom of
would be set up here on campus.
Ruth Mercer is well-known as tra will supp y the ~USIC lor
ate and on the Dean's List.
securing the consent of the bride
With support from the faculty make-up committee chairman evening of dancmg p easure
Carolyn Carpenter, president
in choosing a husband, the pracand student body, the station for Curtain Club productions. In which highlights the Fall social of the Young Women's Christian
tice of marrying only members
would broadcast to all the dor- addition to her Curtain Club ac- season at Ursinus.
Association, is a biology major
of the same faith, and the im--mitories and eventually extend tivities, Ruth is co-chairman of
Topping the evening of fun and plans to do graduate work in
portance of man and wife reWednesday evening, December further around Collegeville. The the Inter-Collegiate Commission and gaiety will be the crowning occupational therapy. During
maining faithful to each other. 3, the Campus Affairs Commis- Council gave them a vote of con- of the YM-YWCA, secretary for of the Lord and Lady of the college her activities have incluThroughout the entire discusfidence and promised to take the Committee on Student Ac- Senior Ball, traditionally the ded being vice president and secsion, the importance of the sion of the YM-YWCA will spon- further action when a full report tivities, a member of Kappa two people who have contributed retary of the YWCA, women's
closely knit family was empha- sor another of its Fireside Chats. would be available.
Delta Kappa sorrority and a most to the Senior Glass. The sports editor of both the Weekly
sized. The need for adjustment At these chats, students and
Jim Sandercock took charge of member of the Stars and Play- permanent class officers are and the 1959 Ruby, and a memand understanding was also professors are able to get to- the responsibility of making pre- ers.
also announced at this time.
ber of the women's basketball,
stressed. Rabbi Kam.sler suggest- gether on a more informal basis liminary arrangements for the
Ruth has also just become enAdmission to the Senior Ball is tennis and hockey teams. She
ed several things to keep in mind
Lorelei Dance.
gaged to Tom Bennignus, a free,
formal wear
is on
notsale
re- was also a member of MeisteruI'redand
Programs
wI'11 be
for marriage. Among these are to discuss topics which demand
The council has received two graduate of Ursinus 1958 and a q
.
singers, Messiah and the band.
equal mental development and their attention or arouse their letters
from the National stu- student at Union Theological in the supply store beginning
Walter Christ, president of the
similar interests of the partners, interest.
dent Association. There has been Seminary in New York City.
Dec. 1.
Pre-Medical Society and capan understanding of the ecoStudents wishing to attend nothing definitely proposed, but
Nancy Springer, who served
tain of the baseball team, is a
nomic situation and budgeting, the
evening's program should a delegate is coming to explain as publicity chairman for the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pre-medical major. He has been
and friendly relations with in- arrange
to sign up for the pro- to the council the functions of fall play, is a member of Kappa
ATTENTION SENIORS
active in the Cub and Key Socilaws. He felt there is a greater fessor's home
they wish to visit. the association.
Delta Kappa sorority, the Mes--ety, Beardwood Chemical Soneed for preparation before The
students should meet in
The speakers for the training siah Chorus, Meistersingers, the
There will be a brief, but ciety and Delta Mu Sigma Framarriage today since not as Bomberger
at 6:30 before going room are in the process of being International Relations club very important meeting of ternity. He is sports editor of
much home training is given, to the homes in groups. The purchased.
Nancy is also active in Stars and the Senior Class tomorrow the 1959 Ruby, and a member of
families are not so close as they evening's program will not last
Players.
Nancy is a junior and evening to nominate candi- the basketball team and Varhad been a generation or two beyond 9 p.m.
Senate
is majoring in French. She is dates for the title of "Lord sity Club.
ago, and life's pace is constantly
The homes which are being
The thl'rd bi-weekly Senate the president of the French Club
and Lady" of the Senior Ball.
Allan E. Daniels, senior class
becoming more hectic.
Petitions for the Perm1anent president, is a business major
visited are those of the Mac- meeting was held on November
Lolly Strasser, a senior EngThere was a period of 'ques- Murrays',
Storeys', the 17 at 4:30 in Room 8 of Bom- Ush major, is a member of, Phi Class officers are due at this and plans to
do' advertising
tions after the discussion. In Stines', the the
Pancoasts', and Mr. berger.
Alpha Psi. Lolly is co-chair- time also, and the nominees I work. His activities included
answer to the question of inS GAP
Responsibiliwill be announced
atr this
R osa l'le BeII'
laws living with the newly- Jones'.
aIrs, W..
. . res- man of the. Social
.
th
YM
meeting.
Seniors please
at- class treasurer, Stuks, Spirit
.
e
- tend.
Committee vice president, BUSIAt the Stines' the group will ident, called the meeting to or- ties CommISSIon of
married couple, Rabbi Kamsler
discuss
the
first
folio
from
the
der.
Secretary
Jane
Gilinger
YWCA.
She
was
in
charge
of
ness
staff
of
the
Ruby
and
secfelt this should be avoided if
staging for the fall play and
retal'Y and vice president of Sigpossible, for adjustments can be several folios put out by the read the minutes.
MetropOlitan Museum of Art.
The senator from the Day also leads a modern dance group - - - -rna Lambda fraternity.
made more quickly alone.
The topic discussed in this folio Study announced that any or- of her own for any of the Ursin- W.S.G.A. Presents Plaque
Samuel Fogal, co-editor of the
is "What Is a Painting?" At later ganization wishmg to use the us women who wlSh to come
T W' . F h T
1959 Ruby, and student director
C. Carpenter Has Poem
times throughout the school year Day Study for a meeting must
These students are all now 0
InnIng ros
eam
and president of the MeisterPublished in Anthology
the other folios will be incorpor- contact Faye Taggart for per- pledging and will be initiated
Pearl Cadmus, secretary of the singers, is a history major. Afated into Y activities and discus- mission first.
on Dec. 9. The current members WSGA, on behalf of all women ter graduation he plans to enWord has been received from sions.
The Constitution Revision of the Delta Tau cast of Alpha students, sent a congratUlatory tel' the seminary. His activities
the National Poetry Association
The other topics at the homes Committee announced that it Psi Omega are Ed Gobrecht, letter to Dr. Helfferich on his at Ursinus include student dithat "Modern Magnificat" by of the other professors will be will meet every Monday when Joan Schaefer, Katrinka Schna- inauguration as President of rector and past president of the
Carolyn Carpenter has been ac- used as starting points only, the Senate is not meeting. Bar- bel, Diana Vye, president and Ursinus College. Dr. Helfferich band, business manager of the
cepted for publication in the from which the students may bara Romig, the Y Representa- honorary member, Mr. H. Lloyd sent a thank you note addressed Meistersingers and president of
Annual Anthology of College diverge as their interests lead tive, was elected chairman.
!Jones.
to all of the women students and Pi Nu Epsilon, national honorPoetry.
them. Mr. MacMurray feels that
.
tills letter is printed elsewhere ary music fraternity.
The Anthology is a compila- a question sure to be asked him
in the Weekly.
Sam has been treasurer and
tion of the finest poetry written is the origin and reasorung be0 1
The council purchased a pla- vice president of the YM-YWCA
by the college men and women yond his growth of a moustache.
Ique to be presented annually to and is co-chairman of the recepof America, representing every
Dr. Storey will compare his
the winning team of the fresh- tion committee. He was also
man women during Customs. treasurer of Chi Alpha Society.
section of the country. Selections college to Ursinus. Mr. Jones'
were made from thousands of topic is: The American NovelThis year's winner was the Black
Frederick Glauser, editor-inpoems submitted.
Tak'e out the sex and what's
The second Forum of this se- relations between France and team and Sandy Motta, Soph chief of the Weekly, is a member
Miss Carpenter's poem was left? At the Pancoasts' home the mester was held on November 12. her colonies. The condition on ruler, presented the plaque to of Cub and Key Society, and the
the only one accepted by en- feasibility and/or probability of Mrs. Monique Polgar, a Parisian which DeGaulle accepted the a member of the Black team at photography staff of the 1959
trants from Ursinus. It will ap- a third party in American poli- employed by the French infor- position as premjer was that he last Friday night's pep rally. Ruby. He is past president of the
pear in the Winter edition of tics will be discussed.
mation service, was the main be given full power for six The freshmen women will have Men's Student Government Asthe Lantern, which will be disTransportation will be provid- speaker of the evening. She pre- months, with the power to re- a meeting to decide where they sociation and this Fall was cotrlbuted to stUdents on Monday, ed to Dr. Storey's home in sented ~ talk on France's pres- organize the constitution.
want the plaque permanently director of the Curtain Club's
December 15.
Trappe.
en~ pOSItion under the leader- The main reason for De- placed.
performance, "Under Milkwood".
ADMINISTRATIVE
Under the sponsorship of the ShIP of General Charles De- Gaulle's accession to power waS
The collection for the pay- Fred is a pre-medical major and
Inter Collegiate Commission of Gaulle. The development of the the revolt in Algeria. Algeria ment of the X-ray bill from the plans to enter Hahnemann HosREG~LATION
the y~ students are encouraged I Fifth Republic of France, from wanted the status of an integ- incident three weeks ago was pital for further training folIn answer to a series of re-I to attend a conference at the the ~ecent fall of the ~ourth Re- ral part of France rather than very successful. Ten dollars and lowing graduation.
quests for a clear ruling con- University of Pennsylvania on : publIc to the institutmg of the as a colony, separate from the twenty-five cents was collected;
John Haag, president of the
cernIng the interpretation of Saturday, Dec. 6 on the topic Of" new .constitUtiOn, was explained. main government. The problem the bill of $10 has been paid and Men's Student Government Asthe rule governing absences be- "The Christian View of Man".
Mrs. Polgar explained that at between Algeria and France is the other twenty-five cents will sociation, is an economics mafore holidays, Dean William S.
The cost for the entire day's 1 the time of his accession, the as yet unsettled, but a compro- be placed in the Campus Chest jor and plans to enter the teachPettit has stated the following program from 10:30 a.m. till assembly was divided on its pol- mise wUl probably occur in the Collection this coming February. ing profession. IDs activities inpolley:
10 p.m. is $2.50. Any student in- icies towar.ds Tunisia and AI- near future. A program is now
Tau Sigma Gamma
clude Lantern Business staff,
The students who miss classes terested in going should contact geria. The Algerian revolt re- being started for Algeria's rehaBusiness Club, Curtain Club,
during the week preceding the IPaul Constantine or Loretta,' suIted in the formation of the bilitation.
On Thursday evening, Novem- baseball and soccer. He is a
Christmas recess in 1958. will, Witmer.
Committee of Public Safety to
The new constitution, as pro- ber 20, the sisters of Tau Sigma member of the Student Profesaccording to the College rule, be
Speaker ,for the conference is prevent Mollet from becom- posed by DeGaulle, takes power Gamma sorority were guests for sional Education Association and
assigned double cuts. If, how- 1 Dr. William E. Smith, Th.D., the ing premier. DeGaulle's demand away from the House and gives the evening at the home of Sigma Rho Lambda Fraternity.
ever, a student submits to the minister of the University Meth- ' that all army officials abstain the premier and president an Faye Dietrich in Fleetwood, Pa.
Ted S. Holcombe, vice presiDean in advance written evi- odist Church, 9011e ge Park, Md. I from partiCipating in govern- increase in powers. Both facThe sorority is also busy mak- dent of the senior class and
dence of his having obtained
me~tal affairs led to the resig- tions of the government, leftest ing plans for its annual Christ- president of the Cub and Key
natIon of many army leaders and rightest, recognized De- mas vacation trip to New York Society, is a political science maemployment he wlll be assigned
single cuts for the absences I
NOTICE
I and the absolving of the armY-I Gaulle's accession to tne posi- City to see a show and have din- jor. He is a representative to the
during that week.
All stUdents who wUl com- supported Public Safety Coun- tion of premier of France and ner together.
Men's Student Government AscU.
his newly proposed constitution.
The sisters of Tau Sigma I sociation and subscription manA student holding a Job under
the Bureau of Student Employ- plete the requirements for
When DeGaulle first accepted With the new constitution, Mrs. Gamma would like to extend the ager of the 1959 Ruby. A memment will be expected to remain graduatIon in January 1959 the position as premier of Polgar said, the people of France best of wishes to Sandy Rine- ber of Varsity Club, he is head
on campus through the last day please report to the Dean's j France, the assembly asked him are all granted the right to vote, hart on her pinning to Ge?rge I waiter and a member of Zeta
of classes before the recess un- offlce as soon as possible to to organize the Fifth Republic, plus many additional Uberties Budd, a graduate of Ursmus Chi Fraterruty.
leu he makes proper arrange- register for graduation.
reorganize the government and previously non-existing. Ninety 1957 and a brother of Sigma Rho I Ted has been secretary-treasmen tor a substitute.
constitution, and restore good
(ContlnuPd on page 4)
Lambda fraternity.
(Contlnul'd on page 4)
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Slightly
Allegorical

"Joan 0 f L
·"
·
orraloe
ReVlew:

IIIrrkly
Published twenty-two times each academic year by the
students of Ursinus College
Fifty-seventh year of publication

by Bruce P. Sherman
Ah, well, perhaps the long-

I

by John Swinton
On Friday and Saturday eveawaited maturation of the Ur- nings, November 21 and 22, The
sinus stage is about to happen. Curtain Club of Ursinus College
With the exception of the script dramatized Maxwell Anderson's
itself, the play, as I saw it, was Joa.n of Lorraine. The club's
News Staff
excellent by amateur standards. choice for its initial full length
:&Jb~I~¥~T~~w's EDiTOR . ~ '. '. "'. '. ~ ~ ........ '. '. ~ .... '. '. '... ', . "'..,. '.', '. "C~t~~r~! ~i~~w This means that, although, you production was an ambitious
NE\VS REPORTERS Katrinka Schnabel, Joni Meszaros Calvin Griffin may not have enjoyed the play one. The constantly changing
. Beverly Kollenbach, Eleanor Rankin. Sandra Critchley, Paul Krasner as it was presented, this unen- and sharply contrasting moods
Feature Staff
joyment was totally due to the of the play are ditficult to inFEATURE EDITOR ........ ,"',." ... ,", .. ,', .. " ..... ,. Anne McWilliams subject matter of the script and terpret well, and the actors were
FEATURE WRITERS ".,.,' '. Sam Miller, Tom McCabe. Cindy Buchannan
not the acting. But more about not abetted by the inadequate
Sports Staff
this later.
facilities of the Thompson-Gay
~~~g6fAiP.gIl8~RTS 'EDIT'OR':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::' jea1t~~ ~!~~~ The leads, Jimmy Masters gym. But the performance, in
SPORT~f~s~,ITD~~S B~ggi~aI1Y Christ, Paul Constantine, Bob Horn. Charles (Tim Combe) and Mary Grey general,
proved
remarkably
and Joan of Arc (Flora Mc- pleasing and coherent,
Production Staff
Flora McQueen's dual portrayCIRCULATION STAFF " ...... Judy Powell. Vickie l\flIler, Joanne Knerr Queen) were excellent and they
TYPISTS ...... Nanc}' Jane ;.racClary, Jay 'Walter, Sally Eikner, Joan GrR.ce handled their parts well, even al of Saint Joan and actress
Entered December 19. 1902, at Collegeville, Pa., as second class matter, though "new meaning" tripped Mary Grey was both realistic
under Act ot COllgress of March 3, 1879
up the former on Friday night. and professional. She played the"
Mailing Address: Campus Post Office, . Ursinus College, Collegeville.
Since both persons are the pro- exacting parts with the precise
Pennsylvania
Terms: Mall Subscriptlon-S2.25 per annum; General SubscriptIon-Payable ducts of past experience, it ap- spirit called for, while her poise
through the Ursinus College Activities Fee only.
pears that the Curtain Club has and enunciation were perfect.
- - - - ---received two prized gems which Likewise, Timmothy Combe in
EDITORIAL
may grace our stage for the next the male lead of Jimmy Masters,
few years. Some other people the director, captured the blustwho are worth special note are: ering determination of his charJack Elander (Jefferson) who, acter even though the part placsome ridiculous reason, has ed him under the handicap of
This Thursday America will celebrate another Thanks- for
been hiding back stage for the having his back to his audience
giving holiday-and remember the feast the New England past few years and only now most of the time. Combe was
Pilgrims shared with the Indians who had given them help comes to the fore as an excellent even more effective in his brief
and food during their initial struggle in the New W orId. character actor; Bbb Vanucci alternate role as the inquisitor.
(Abbey) who reminds me of a Throughout the entire presen Since that time the United States has become the richest possible for Shylock, should the tation, his extensive stage trainnation in the world. We have been blessed, perhaps beyond Curtain Club be disposed toward ing clearly revealed itself.
what we deserve, and yet very few people of today stop to Shakespeare; Betty Lou Huf- The casting of the main supnagle (Aurore) who ... uh ... porting actors had obviously
think of this-and think how they might better direct their fitted her part very well, al- been well considered. Bob Vanefforts towards helping their less fortunate neighbors.
though the stage did lack a few ucci delivered a smooth piece of
It is perhaps fitting that we consider just how a nation pieces of auxiliary eqmpment acting as the pompous, hypowhich might have increased her critical Bishop Cauchon of
such as ours, blessed as it is with great resources of all . . . uh . . . effectiveness; Peter Beauvais. His voice was clear
kinds, ought to conduct itself in a way designed to humbly Mackey (Archbishop) who look- and resonant, and he possessed
show that it deservs these blessings and knows how to ed and acted as thoroughly sin- crisp stage presence. Ed Gobister as did Jack E13.nder. As far recht was convincingly clever as
use them to the best ends. It is no easy matter, for it means as I am concerned, the play was the decadent, irresolute King
that each of us must in some measure give up and share of put on with considerably more Charles VII. Gobrecht's acute
our wealth and talents, and change our conduct where and polish and non-chalance than timing, nervous gestures, and inany previous production. I f(el decisive voice inflections brightwhen it is necessary.
that if a decent script wert. given ened the end of Act 1. Bob
We must recall to mind one of the basic needs of man to the Club, they might be able Hohn's performance as the poet
-a religious faith-a God-something to guide him and to do a thoroughly great job. Chartier was at times uneven
However, lL is a bit ridiculous to but, on the whole, more than
be the bulwark in time of trouble. Most of us, in the midst pres'.lme
that an amateur group sufficient. Peter Mackey acted
of great wealth, have forgotten this and I want to point could possibly do a better job with particular strength as the
out something at this point: that any nation, when in the with a script that a professional uncompromising Archbishop of
could only make a flop Reims, while Jack Elander was
course of its development, has fallen away from God and company
of. It should also be mentioned properly sinister in his role of
the strength that he somehow provides-that nation falls. that certain people (namely de Tremoille. Jack Bauman lackOur fathers came to this land with religious convic- Fred Bauman) are l')osening up ed polish as Joan's brother, Jean,
a bit more than they did but this enthusiastic interpretations, often forced here because of them, and built for their quite
in last year's productions.
tion of a young French peasant
children a wonderful country. Why, then, should we not The play itself is a completely boys dream of royal command
consider our children-and work towards the end of pre- ridiculous blurb about some pure carried him far. Tom Engel had
serving this land and its blessings for them? How are we and shining actress who refuses trouble with his Durand Laxart,
to play the lead in a play about a role in which he was certainly
to gain this end? It is a point to ponder.
Joan of Arc because she has miscast, but he warmed to his
to contend with "dishonesty in second part, that of AI, the stage
Sam Miller
high places" in not only secur- manager, in the second act, and
Staffing a theater to give the play, evevtually acquitted himself
but also in portraying Joan as nicely.
compromising a completely corAs is frequently the case in
rupt prospective king of France. amateur productions, some of
To the Women of Ursinus:
three column spread that two of
them have occupied would be
The analogy between the two the actors with lesser supporting
Mrs. Helfferich and I were put to better use even as a blank is all right as an analogy, but roles had difficulty achieving the
warmed by the cordial expreswhy did the girl have to alter- correct mood and vocal inflecsions of congratUlations and doodle space if there is nothing nately spew modern day prac- tion; consequently some of the
well wishes you sent to us on else to print as a substitution.
ticality with mid-15th century characters were recited with litbehalf of the young ladies of
P. F.
religious philosophy. Not that tIe vitality. Fred Bauman and
Ursinus. It was reassuring to
P. S. How long must most of the play idea is bad, but the au- and Larry Powell were guilty of
have so spontaneous a reaction your readers continue to wonder thor, or the actors, seemed to this lack of expression, and Bob
from so many of the students.
about the significance of the carryover some of the philoso- Leonard continually swallowed
I shall strive to fulfill the private jokeS or personal senti- phy into modern life, and this his lines in an otherwise sincere
hopes we all have for our Col- ments that appear as part of just doesn't happen in the bet- portrayal of Dunois. Of Joan's
lege,
the front page heading?
ter circles.
three saintly voices, only the
Smcerely yours,
• • •
The first act wasn't too bad, voice of Ellen Delate, who read
Dear Editor:
but the second act! It was worse Saint Catherine, sounded realD. L. Helfferich
I read last week that rather than having religious maxims istically ethereal.
President
crude and unappreciative retort beating on your ears for a week
The rest of the cast acted in
To the Curtain Club:
of 'Russ' to a well meant, intelli- straight. If this phiy were out minor roles flawlessly. Marty
We would like to commend the gent stand in favor of respect of the English Mystery Cycles, it Paxson delivered her altogether
Curtain Club on its choice and for the Ursinus Physical Educa- would be a different story, but too few lines with disarming
excellent performance of the tion Majors who have received I do not think that this school is wit while William Van Horn's
Joan of Lorraine. Your presenta- I undue criticism lately. I read it noted for it religious plays. Glory exe~utioner appeared startlingly
tion of this
difficult
and and wondered when small minds to Allah that at least some true- sadistic. Joan Deisinger spoke
thought-provoking work was ex- will find new topics to harp on- to-life language somehow slip- the role of Father Massieu wen;
tremely well done.
a ditIerent group to tear down.
ped into the sCI~ipt, however, I Tessie, the assistant stage manPlease ~no:w our gratitu~e
It is amusing to me that the noted that certam parts of the I ager, received a natural treatand: appreCIatIOn for the contn- pointless reaffirmation of the play were carefully deleted as ment by Carolyn Dearnaley; and
butlon you are. making to the well-worn criticism appeared on not fit for audience consump- Betty Lou Hufnagle, Charles
coll~~e commu~ty: The oppor- the back of a page which car- tion. Well, las~ year when some Slinghoff and Henry Richmond
t~r:ItIe~ f~r vlewm.g and par- I lied the following headlines: fool was stupId enough to ask added to the effect with their
tIclpatmg m the fme drama "Bears' Eleven Drop SiXth why the school didn't put .on brief appearances.
which your group productions Straight to Haverford 38-6" and some more mo~ern plays WIth
Joan of Lorraine, a play withand plays make possible are of "
.
more modern Ideas and lang- in a play, concerns a problem of
great value to Ursinus students.
~a~ketb~ll TeaD'l; Begms pr~~- uage, the answer was that there the director encounters with his
Be assured of our continued tlce ... hope to Improve on e I wasn't enough talent in the leading lady while staging an
admiration and support in your 1 an~, 17 record accuI?ulat~d las~ school to prevent the play from I adaptation of the legend of Joan
worthy endeavor to bring out- year: For the ?eneht of Russ becoming an_ obscene farce. Well, I of Arc. Mary Grey, the actress,
standing drama to Ursinus.
I ml~ht mentIOn the . Socc~r now that there is enough talent, has an idealistic concept of how
team s record of 2 WIIl,S m what will be the excuse? Tender Saint Joan should be acted and
Sincerely yours,
18 games.
.
.
ears? Or Tradition? The breakoff I refuses to accept the author's
The YM-YWCA Cabinet
.In searchmg for a mot~.v~ ?e- from .stagnanc~ ha~ to start somewhat skeptical views of
hmd the overwork~d cntlclsm sometIme and It mIght as well Joan's motives. In an improbI of
Dear Editor:
.
the Phys-ed majors, I ~ould be when we have the ability to able moment of truth, Mary deWhy ~etract from.a diversely compare the above mentlOned put on decent plays. Well, off my cides to remain with the cast
intel'es~mg and conslstent~y ~11- . men's record to the ~enerallY. soapbox, I've made enough ene- and accept the author's concepformatlve Weeldy. by prmtmg favora~le records achie~ed. by I mies.
tion of The Maid, which Mary
certain grossly dl:Stasteful car- the serious effo,rt and d~dlcatlOn
All that I can say is that the has .suddenly discovered to be
toons that lack Wlt and clever- of the Women s ~thlet]c teams. play, taken from the viewpoint consist ant with her own. Anderness and that embody the most
Sincerely,
of acting was very good, I feel ' son's contribution had a comchildish form of criticism? The
(and with an invitation
sure, that with an appropriate paratively short Broadway en======~=======
to cut us up next)
script, Ursinus College can come gagement, possibly because of
up with a first-rate, top hole the thinly disguised moral tag
I
A Business Administration theater company.
I and
the excessively diverting
I
Major •
By the way, I would personally scene and tone changes.
I P. S. I could say something like to thank Loretta Podolak for I An amateur group, under any
I about the fit of the sweat suit, providing me with a free seat, circumstances, could produce
460 Main St.
Collegeville, Pa. too-"gentlemen", if you know even though I had to sweat blood I the play satisfactorily only with
We give S. & H. Stamps
I what they look like, why don't and spit wooden nickIes to fin- I di1Hculty. It is a credIt to the
you try them out?
ally get it.
I
(COntinued on pace 4)
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .................................... Frederick L Glauser
ASSOCIATE EDITOR .,', .. ,"',.,.".,',.,." .. , .. " ... ,...... Linda Foard
'PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGERS." ........... C. D. Mattern
FACULTY ADVISOR ........................................ R. T. Schellhase
ADVERTISING MANAGER ..... , .......... , ... , .... ... ... .. Merrill Anderson
CIRCULATION MANAGER ................................ .. , .... Sue Cohen
STAFF ARTIST .,.,." .... " .. ,."., .. ,'. .......... . .. ......... Dave Wright
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"T hanks giving"

by Sam Miller
The performaice on Saturday by A. McWilliams & C. Schmidt
evening was, as may be expected,
It was but a few weeks ago as
better than the one on Friday. I remember~about the time the
In fact, it was downright good. menu in the dining hall began
With a play such as this, holding to include more fresh fruitthe audience was hard, yet ex- namely apples: the list of the
cept for a few instances, one tell tale signs.
tended to give full attention to
About this time I noticed
the action on stage. The mis- many of the roadside stands adtakes that were made could eas- vertising homebrewed apple ciily be rationalized away since der. I use the term 'notice' loosethis was a play about rehearsing ly, for I had no other alternative
a play, but when the scenes were BUT to notice, or to face my car
done well, one tended to forget into the oncoming traffic. It
that very fact. Thus, ragged seems that the enterprising appronunciations and excellent pIe cider vendors believe that by
acting were easily reconciled in- placing the signs advertising
to one play. Some of the lines their wares in the middle of the
where swearing was cut off by street immediately anterior to
Joan, seemed very unlike the their stands, they will attract
sort of thing one would w~ite for more customers. I don't know if
a New York stage, but thiS, too, this is the reason people stop or
could be reconciled by the na- not, but it is a known fact that
ture of the play itself-especially the girls' dorms are fuJI of simwhen one heard the interludes. ilar instances.
In the scene where Joan met
I returned one afternoon after
the court poet on the road, one class to my room only to find
might have felt that things were my roomm ate a victim of the
getting dull and one's attention roadside salesmanship. Superior
and eyes wandered over to Tes- to the floor sat a gallon jug of it.
sie, the assistant stage manager, When she heard my cry of hol'who was writing at a table on ror, she calmly assured me that
one side. While her writing also the jugs' contents had been
became a sort of welcome relief made just the day before. This
to a dull section of script- may have been true, but neverwhich might have needed no re- theless fermentation set in at a
l~ef ~f th.e actors had put more rapid pace. The bottle opened
hfe mto It.
with a loud pop because of the
The humor was not as good as C02 liberated. For the next few
might have been expected, yet days I was to hear frequent popwas nevertheless enjoyable. The pings at odd times. The new
scene of the court at Orl eans dorms have outer window ledges
was perhaps the best in this re- that slope. I w s, therefore,
spect. It opens with AI, the stage speechless when I discovered
m8:nager, imi~ating cathedral tha~ my roommate, after ~. long
chImes and thIS, of course, was period of poppings, had figured
worth a good laugh. However, a way to attach the cider to the
Ed Gobrecht as the Dauphin, ex-lledge to keep It cool. Freeda sat
celled ilimself in this scene, and crossed legged on her bed with
he remembered an his lines, an odd grin on her face as she
too! He reminded one of the em- showed me how she suspended
peror Nero in the movie "Quo the jug on a shoelace from her
Vadis" - vain, cowardly, and window, tying the free end to
boyish. Eddie was perfect. Jack the bed. This was the limit. I
Elander as George de Tremoille escaped into the kitchen, andalso did rather well in this scene, 10h-it was awful-for sitting on
the crafty financier was a per- the table was a jug of fermented
fect part of the cabinet for the cider.
new government of France.
Escaoe was the thought foreDuring one of the interludes, most in my mind. I fled down
Tim Combe as Masters walked the tairs anct mit to the back
to the rear of the auditorium sters of the dorm. Heaving a
and if any link was needed be-I sigh of relief I sat down on the
tween the audience and the ac- cold steps-free from my pertors, this walk made that link. secutor. I breathed in deeplyJoan's prayer scene was done ah, that cool, fresh . . . that
well-her voice inflections and smell - it's familiar - no it
facial expression conveyed what couldn't be-but it was-along
emotions the script could not. side of me was that fearful jug.
One became very aware of the I was being persecuted-wherhush over the audience during ever I went was that honid
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I
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RaraAvis

I

It's a rare bird indeed who d0e8n't
care for the good taste of Coke!
In fact, you might even call him an

I

odd ball. Alter all, 58 million times
a day somebody, somewhere, enjoys
Coca-Cola. All these people
just can't be wrong!

I

Schrader"s
Atlantic Station

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

I

BoHied under authority of The Coca·CoIa Company by
THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
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U. C. Soccermen Lose Last
Three Games; Finish 2-6-1
On Saturday, Nov. 22, the Ursinus Soccer Team played its
last game of the 1958 season. It
lost to F. & M., 3-1, in what was
probably the roughest game of
the season.
On the first Ursinus drive
down the field, the F. & M. goalie
colllded with an advancing U.C.
lineman and hurt his knee so
badly that he was forced to retire from the game. This started the series of injuries which
marked the contest, although,
fortunately, no one else was
forced to leave the game.
Shortly after this unfortunate incident, F. & M. broke the
ice with the game's first goal.
Center Forward Quinn headed
a balJ crossed from the outside,
but, on the next series of plays,
however, the Bears brought the
ball down field. Then, after
Bobby Angstadt was fouled just
outside the penalty area, Mike
Blewett placed the penalty kick
into the lower left hand corner
of the goal to tie the score. After that. the game went on an
even keel for quite a while.
Then, shortly before the end of
the fir~t quarter, the F. & M.
booters put two quick ones
through the goal to take a quick
lead which they never relinquished.
In the process of scoring their
second two goals, F. & M. injured
U.C. goalie Jack Schumacher on
several plays. This slowed him
down, but was not enough either
to put him out of the game or
to weaken him enough that he
could not effectively defend the
goal throughout the rest of the
game. In fact, he did not allow
another goal.
The second quarter went
quickly and scorelessly, leaving
the score at halftime 3-1 in
favor of the F. & M. team.
With the coming of the second half, neither team picked up
any new pointers on how to
break through the other team's
defense.
The fourth quarter was a different story, although it made
no difference in the game's final
outcome. With half of the U.C.
eleven realizing that they were
gOing into their final quarter,
the team really started to click.
The offense began to move the
ball well and several times broke
the defensive line of F. & M. entirely, but were unable to score
the big two goals. Throughout
the entire quarter, the team was
on the offensive with very few
breaks by the F. & M. line. But
in spite of the quantity of shots
which the Forward line set up
for itself. the quality was poor
and not one counted for any-
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Prospects For V.C. Varsity Hockey
Basketball Team Finishes with 4-2.1;
Looking Up
J.V. is 6·0-1

Football Squad Drops
Two Games 12-0, 34-6

thing. When the final buzzer
Prospects for the year's UrThe VarSity hockey team has
rang, the score remained just as
.
Bears Drop 13th in Row Over 2-Yr. Period; Cianci
it had been at the end of the sinus basketball team look a lot fimshed their season in fine
first quarter, 3-1, in favor of better than in previous seasons. style by winning their last two
Prutzman, Drewniak, Wilson, Terry Play Last Game
F. & M.
If pre-game victories mean any- games, making the record for
The graduating seniors are co- thing head coach Paul Zdano- I the season 4-2-1. On Tuesday,
Saturday, Nov. 15. Two seC- I t hroughout the game, was uncaptains Bobby Angstadt and . '
ond half tallies allowed a con- able to stop the heavier opponBobby
Schmoyer
halfbacks WICZ and company should fare November 11, the Belles won a fident Lebanon Valley team [ent's drives. Co-captain Mike
Reigh Harrison and Jay Salwen, pretty well in its first game at hard-fought tilt at Beaver by (5-4) to defeat a threatening Drewniak, Petersen, Cianci, and
and linemen Benny Settles and Rutgers on Dec. 4; provided a the score of 1-0, the lone goal Ursinus College eleven (0-7) in Dick Boggio saw sixty minutes
Ken ~ailey. This leaves quite a 'I few major problems can be solv- [being scored by Junior Susie a well-played contest.
of grueling action. U.C. remainhole m the squad to be filled ed.
Wagner early in the first half.
Lebanon Valley's Verne Mag- ed in th~ game.by playing steady
next year.
nuson late in the third period ba.ll. Ursmus did not fumble, re--In its pre-season games, the The defense played extremely outran the Ursinus secondary celved only one . penalty, and
On Wednesday. Nov. 12, the Ursinus cagemen played a far- I well, holding on firmly to . that for a twenty-nine yard, back- ~ad a fin~ puntmg game. U~
Bear soccermen ventured into sup~r~or brand of ball than that one goal lead. The same day the breaking touchdown. On the smus outdid the opponents m
the lair of the Northern divi- exhibited by any squad in re- J.V. scored a decisive win over first play of the fourth quarter ~he number of first downs and
sion soccer leaders and gave Le- cent years. Although the var- ,
fullback Irvin Legay plunged ~n the net yards gained rushhigh quite a scare. Lehigh, sity lost its first two pre-openers the Beaver J.V. team. Joanne two yards for Lebanon Valley's 1 m g.
showing the cockiness of a team against the Tally-ho Motel, the Lewis and Carolyn Boyer both second score. Both extra point
Ursinus's offense was sparked
which had been beaten only Urslnusmen showed their worth scored one goal, and Nancy attempts, a kick and a pass, by runs of twenty-five and eighonce in eight previous games wit~ two st~aight wins over the Krombolz scored twice.
failed.
tee n yards by steady-playing
were quite shocked to find a per- NatIOnal Pamt Team of NorrisOn Monday the J.V. travelled
The game was played on a Boggio and Freshman Jack Mcsistant aggregation of Bears who town and Eastern Baptist Col- to Rosemont and romped over neutral field in Middleton. The I Crae respectiv~ly.
Du~chman
showed early that they had not lege. C?oach Zda:nowicz stated
..
. . game was a benefit event spon- Magnuson prOVided thrIlls by
traveled to Bethlehem just. for that WIth the Improved ball thel~ VarSIty 6-1. Judy DetWIler, sored by the Middleton Rotary his two twenty-nine yard runs,
the ride.
•
han~ling .exhibited thus far and left m; Nancy Krombolz, center; Club. A light rain persisted [ one of which resulted in a touchThe first quarter appeared the l~fUSlO~ of n~w and better and Jeanne LeCato, right in, throughout the contest. The down. The most outstanding,
quite even with both teams mak- ma~nal, th~S ear s tea~ Sht~Uld each scored twice. In the last rain, however. had little effect however, was Lebanon Valley's
lng several deep penetrations pro uce a e er , recor
an
.
on the playas evidenced by Leb- [Bill De Liberty, who passed for
only to have the superlative play that of last season s 1-15 log. At I few mmutes Rosemont also was anon Valley's strong passing at- 149 yards and U.C.'s Bob Peterof both defense repel the oppos- ~ny ra;e, as the coach said" able to score, keeping the game tack.
sen whose play was awarded
ing offense. The passing .of both t~:t~~e:p~~lY one way to go and I from becoming a shut-out. The
The Dutchmen's coach had with an honorable mention on
teams was sharp but LehIgh had
Lt·'
bl
third team then fought to a 0-0 planned to use a two platoon I the weekly All-East team.
a commanding edge in head b 11aSh yedal~ s pro · ehm~ were pObor tie with the Rosemont J.V.
system favoring the team which
Ursin us Leb.V.
no
pro
[
On Thursday, November 13, P1aye d th e b etter ba.
11 H owever, First downs .................... 13
balls. They constantly out- 1 a tha.n mg. w h IC d IS
1 k f
12
jumped the UC players and em .IS season, an ac 0 re- the Varsity defeated Penn 6-0 in t he c.o ach y.ras forced to ab:~mdon Passes como ................. 1-11 8-11
greatly changed the tide of bat- I b.oundmg pow~r. The latter ques- their last game of the season. the Idea m the early mmut es Net yds. rus hing .......... 164 159
tle because they did. Although tlOn mark WIll depend largel.y The goals were well spread out, b
of
se enty yard Ur
Lehigh controlled about 80 % of , on the performance of Denms l b·
d b
L·
Wh 1
.ecaused · a Thv B 11
Punts ............................ ...... 4
1
Gould, 6' ·4" sophomore. Along emg score
y
I~
ee er, smus. rive.
e ears ro e Punts, average ............ 38.0 37.0
the head balls, t?e Bears co~- I with Gould under the basket will Faye Bardr:nan, Susie Knowel, seetmmgll Y leffortlDesstl Y over l~he Fumbles lost .................... 0
3
h man me, PIt·
pens.
weakness
arge b u c310
5
th at.ed
f ld for
b theIr
th
f
cepm be Ml·ke Becker, who has really 1Judy DetWIler and Lynne Cros- exh·reme
h yI d
dena les ......................... . 2
tio~all~UStl~. Ate t~e e~d ~ ~h~ !i:~k~~fld ct~;a~f:i~:sr:ts~da~~ e~n Monday, November. 17, the ~o~~en:::e/ BU~ the Ui~i~~S Yds. lost, penalties ........ 10 45
quarter the score was a 0-0 tie. Jim Wenhold. Other valuable undefeated J.V. team Will meet attack bogged down on the 20
Dickinson College closed its
The second qu~.rter was also assets are Freshman Curt Conn, Gerald Mercy at home and on yard line when a Kershner Sun- i~~~b~~~te::~~r;it~a~u~~u:y wo:
evenly played WIth perh~ps a who poured I·n 20 pOI·nts I·n a November 19, Chestnut Hill at day school pass was intercepted
· h Th elr re- pre-season game, tricky "Inky" Ices
h t nut Hill.
walloping winless Ursinus Cols lig ht e d ge. t 0 Le h Ig.
in the en d zone.
ser-:es applIed .. added pressurhe Wagner, Wally Crist and his all- . On W.ednesda;r, November 19,
Despite many gambles by Leb- lege, 34-6.
agamst the tmng Bears. Bot around play set-shot artist Doug the Jumor VarSIty put the final anon Valley, Ursinus held them
Scoring in every quarter, Dicktea:ns made several valiant but Harper, lanky Pete Wise, return- touch on the~r undefeated s~~- scoreless in the first half. Twice inson rolled for 253 yards on the
futile attempts to score. Lehigh ing letterman Tom Winchester son by defeatmg Chestnut HIll s in the second quarter Lebanon g ro~nd and 127 yards on 9 comtwice had men behind the .de- ·um shooter Glen Sn der and Varsity 2-0. The first half was Valley disregarded the Ursinus ple~lOns ?f 1~ passes ~o hand
fense but the defense each tIme ~010~fUl Marv Koff
y,
a see-saw battle, both teams be- defensive potential and gambled 1 Ursl~us ItS eIghth straight derecouped quickly enough to t';lrn
The outlook for ·this season's ing hampered by the muddy successfully on fourth down feat m the loser's season finale .
aside the thrusts. Once LehIgh basketball team seems pretty I field. The teams ~ppeared well- with one yard to go for: the first
The running and passing of
eve~ broke . three men loose good and with a few breaks, Ur- matched, and neIther was able I down. Lebanon Valley fumbles brot h ers, Dave and Bob Wachte,r
agamst G~ahe Schumacher only sinus should do quite well pro- to score. In the second half the proved costly as guard Tony highlighted the Dickinson victo have him stop them. Again vided there are no injuries.
Ursinus team displayed the Will i Cianci recovered a Dutchman I tory. Ursinus was scoreless until
neither team could score.
to win that turned the tide in fumble while co-captain Bob the final two minutes when reIn the third quarter the story
their favor. About ten minutes Petersen, playing his usual serve quarterback John Detwas different. Lehigh center for- COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY into the second half, Jeanne Le- stand-on defensive game, fell weiler passed 54 yards for a TD
ward Fred Bayer broke through
Cato scored on a perfect pass on two other Lebanon Valley to halfback Dick Boggio.
the defense and rammed on FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS from halfback, Gail R:ice. Near miscu.es. The. second pe~iod endDickinson scored almost every
through the goal for the first
Decorated Cakes for all
the end of the game LIZ Wheel- ed WIth Ursmus holdmg the time it got its hands on the ball
score of the game.
occasIons
er added another goal for insur- Dutchmen to a
frustrating on drives of 75, 49, 14, 57 and 63
The Bears then entered the
ance.
scoreless half.
yards. Bob Harlowe scored Dicklast period down by one big HU 9-4771 L. E. Knoeller. Prop.
The Junior Varsity's record for
In the second half Lebanon inson's first TD in the first
goal. With about ten minutes to
the season was six wins, no Valley's quarterback Bill De quarter on a 53-yard pass-run
go in the game, Ben Settles, takKOPPER KETfLE
I)osses, and one tie. They de-I Liberty broke up the game with play from Dave Wachter. In the
ing the ball from the UC secondfeated Swarthmore's J.V. 6-0, a fine passing attack. Again Ur- second quarter Bob Worthingary, carried down field and
454 Main Street
Temple's J.V. 5-2, West Chester's 1sinus's pass defense failed as ton tallied his 'two TDs.
crossed the ball into the center.
Collegeville, Pa.
J.V. 3-1, Rosemont's Varsity- 6-1, De Liberty completed eight of
Ursinus
Then. after several short passes
Beaver's J.V. 4-0, and Chestnut I eleven p~sses to set up both
by Blewett and Fernandez,
"The Best Place to Eat"
Hill's Varsity 2-0. They tied East tallies. The tiring Bear team, ENDS-Anderson, Wilson, For(Continued on page 1)
HU 9-4236
Stroudsburg, 0-0.
using only four substitutes rest, Myers, Minnich.
TACKLES - Drewniak,
Fitts,
Batchelor, Martin.
GUARDS - Cianci, Moyer, McGrath.
CENTERS - Peterson. Sandercock.
BACKS-Kershner, Boggio, McCrae. Terry, Bleach, Dilkes,
5. When writing a letter applying for
Freeland, Detweiler.
1. Do you find going "off the
B
beaten track" on a trip
a job, would you try to make it
Dickinson ............ 8 12 8 6-34
(A) original and off-beat, or (B)
(A) interesting and constructive, or
Ursinus .................. 0 0 0 6- 6
factual and concise?
(B) merely inconvenient?
Statistics
Dickinson Ur.
6.
If
you
were
getting
furniture
for
2. In a heated discussion would you
First downs .................... 22
7
a
room,
would
you
look
first
for
rather (A) be the "moderator,"
Rush yardage ................ 253
104
(A)
something
comfortable,
or
(B)
or (B) jump in on a side using
Pass yardage ........... ..... 127
68
something colorful and unusual?
any argument to win?
Passes completed ........ 9-14 3-12
Passes intercepted ........ 1
1
Punts ............................ 1-28 3-22
~,r;;;;~~/)~.
7. Would you prefer a job (A) in an
3. Before making a complex decision,
Yards penalized .............. 35
20
V
,\ '...:::::::-~~
old established firm offering
is your first move (A) to marshal
~ :\uu ~'f~ ~
sec~rity, or (B) a small company
the facts, or (B) to ask the
*,_ tlbI 8
t
WhICh could expand rapidly?
advice of a respected friend?

I

I

I
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d

I
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Do }f,u Think for }f,urself?(-r;::%.f~E'i'i.E.;J~O/!::;)
~~t
AD D Jj.@
)-=-=·~rv\.
~
~

,JfD

4. Do you (A) try to figure out ahead
what each day will bring, or (B)
face problems as they come along?

K
S!i~J.!~.!l.
DANCE AT

8. Would you rather be known as a
person who (A) works well with
others, or (B) accepts
responsibility on his own?

U

0

SATURDA Y - NOVEMBER '29
DUKES OF DIXIELAND
9. When you step up to a cigarette
counter, are you (A) confused
by all the conflicting filter
claims you've seen, or (B) sure
of what you want because you've
thought things through?

1-- SPECK'S
Pipin' Hot Sandwiches
Rt.422
Limerick, Pa.

You will notice that men and women
who think for themselves usually choose
VICEROY. Why? Because they've thought
it through-they know what they want
in a filter cigarette. And VICEROY gives
it to them: a tkinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste.

*If you have checked (A) on 3 out of the
first 4 questions, and (B) on 4 out of the
last 5 ••• you think for yourself!
o 1 O~8, Drown II; Wllllamaon Tobllcc:o Corp.,

COLLEGEVILLE

LAUNDRY
Familiar
pack or
crushproof

box.

H.emself Knows e Man Who Th.-nks .ror
T~

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I

Next to the Hockey Field

- SHIRTSA Specialty
PROMPT SERVICE
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Sorority Bids

Who's Who .•.

Fine Art of Dating

American Hist. Students
Begin Tour Program

We recommend to all our
Saturday morning, November
8, the sororities of Ursinus acThe Tour Program which the readers an unusual book which
cepted 67 pledge members after students of American History we first saw a few days ago.
the women signed their bids at 113 will take part in is the com- "The Fine Art of Dating" contains vital information for every
9:00 a .m. The signing of bids
marked the end of two weeks of bined effort of Ursinus College red-blooded male and female on
rushing. Each sorority then had and the H. F. DuPont Winter- campus who likes to date, and
we assume that is most of us.
a welcoming breakfast for the thur Museum.
Even the most socially happy
~ew pledges. The following .is a
The subject of the tour· th
hst of the sophomore and J u n - .
.
lS
e and adaptable members of our
ior women and the name of the decorative and practIcal arts of campus have at some time exsorority they joined.
early America. Speaking on this perienced moments of awkward.Alpha Sigma Nu: Carol Borth- topic is Dr. E. McClung Fleming, ness, sadness or general tribwlck, Barbara Brecht, Sallie who is the Education Director of ulations because of the opposite
Eikner, Carol Kennedy, Mary
.
sex.
Ellen Oehrle Louise Potkonski the Wmterthur Museum . There
This book tackles every aspect
Pat Tomasov'ich, Twila White: will be a slide talk on Monday, of the man-women relationship,
Ann Woodward.
November 17, 1958 at 9:15 a.m. from social manners to the large
Kappa Delta Kappa: Barbara in S 12. This talk is primarily problems of religions, differences
Gattiker, Lynn Habel, Catherine for the students of the Ameri- in economic backgrounds and
Harrelson, Elaine Heasley, Doro- can History course b t ·t·
sex. Some subjects covered are:
thy Lamm Ardyth Mumbauer
' u 1 lS open blind dating, pick-ups, overDorothy Pe~gellY, Sharon Sands: to. all students, . faculty or coming shyness, how to be popDoris Schachterle, June Schach- fnends. On Tuesday, Wednesday ular, the much older fellow,
terle, Eleanor Slim, Margaret and Thursday, November 18, 19, when the women is older, probSmith, Jessica Watterau.
and 20, student tours will be conOmega Chi: Joan Bardusch ducted o~ representative rooms ~ems in interfaith dating, crossKatherine Behler, Cindy Buch~ and exhlbits ~t the w~nther mg lines of nationality or race
into another social class'
anan, Sue Korte, Nancy Krum- th.ur .Museum Just outslde of getting
the bad repuation, when the giri
boltz, Sally Lesher, Carol Mallic, Wilmmgton, Del.
Sally McSparren, Jane MacThe purpose of these tours is says "no", is he or she too popuDougall Jane MacMullan Sandy to present a facet of American ular, breaking dates, parking
Motta, Sue wilding.'
social history which Is too often and petting, drinking and sex,
Phi Alpha Psi: Georgia Alex- I ~eglected. and. to suggest new unrequited love, what is infatuation, recovering from an inander, Marian Bair, Carol Bent- I flelds of mqUlr.y for anyone in- fatuation, back in circulation
ley, Nancy Craft, Sue Cohen, teres~ed.. .
Dorothy D'Agostino, Barbara
ThlS tnp lS now a permanent dating security, breaking off th~
Dean, Judy Drenguba, Dorothy pa~t of History 113 course re- affair, getting married while
Egge, Nancy Faust, Bette Lou qUl~~n:tents, and the Winterth.ur still in school, when he's off to
Huffnagle, Mary Lozier, Joyce facllitles have been made avrul- the service, etc.
Whether you are short, tall,
Meyer, Catherine Nicolai, Elea- abl.e as part of the resource manor Rankin, Sue Scherr, Sandy tenal. of this area in hopes of fat, thin, poor or rich, in fact if
Stevens, Gail Tripician, Nancy arousmg additional interest in you are just single, male or female, you will find this book inVan Buskirk.
local and regional history.
teresting and frank. The author
Tau Sigma Gamma: Cindy
of this book is Mrs. Joy Duvall,
Benner, Pearl Cadmus, Carol
Soccer . ..
who has written numerous other
(Continued Crom page 3)
Heffelfinger, Pat Hoehl, Polly
This book is available in
Hunt, Coral Lee Koffke, Joni Bobby Angstadt blasted the ty- anovels.
specially prepared paperMeszaros, Barbara Peterson, Sue ing goal through.
Lehigh retaliated with the de- bound edition at your local
Pontius, Gail Rice, Adele Statzell, Barbara Swope, Judie ciding goal several minutes later. Keepsake Diamond Ring jeweler
Tompkins, Lynn Yonker.
The Bears vainly tried to pull for $.50, a substantial reduction
the game out of the fire with from the $2.50 price for the
seve tal late scoring threats. But hard-cover eddition sold el.seSpanish Club
each time the Lehigh defense where.
Under the tutelage of Mr. held. It was the Bears fourth deSYMPOSIUM
Wilcox, head of the romance feat of the year.
language department, the re- Pos. Ursinus
Fifty-three members of the
Lehigh
cently revived Spanish Club has
Pre-Medical Society attended
held three meetings. The aim of G Schumacher ................ Rach the 1958 medical symposium at
this group is to fan interest in RF Schmoyer ................ Brooks the UniverSity of Pennsylvania.
the Spanish people, their lan- 1.]' Russell ............. ....... Schlosser Our cordial hosts, A.E.D. service
RH Bauman ...................... Meier
guage and their culture.
fraternity, relegated two guides
At the first meeting Cherrie CH Harrison .................... Serfas per small group which spent the
Soper was elected president and LH Fulton....... .... ...... ... Forrester morning touring the various
Ruth Ann Spencer secretary. OR Salwen ............................ Hess buildings.
Both girls spent their junior IR Angstadt ...................... Bayer
Highlights of the tours were
years at the University of Ma- C Blewett ........................ Holden the gross anatomy, hlstology
drid, Spain. The girls took a gen- IL Fernandez ................ Jeffers and research labs. Detailed diseral course of Spanish studies, OL Settles .................... McHugh cussions of procedures and the
Ursinus Reserves: Kottscamp,
which included the history, litinterpretation of the results of
erature, art, grammar, geo- Bailey.
equipment such as the Van Slyks
graphy and poetry of Spain.
the electron microscope were
Since their initial meeting, the
On Saturday, November 15, the and
.
given.
group has devoted a program to u.c. soccer team played and lost
hosts attempted a picture
music, both singing Spanish its last home game of the sea- of The
the type of Ufe in whicb
songs and listening to selections son. The final score was LaSalle theboth
medical student participates
on the guitar by Dave Williams. 5, Ursinus 3.
At their most recent meeting,
The game was one of the (socially and scholastically) and
Cherrie and Ruth Ann showed hardest fought and most evenly the unity of the medical professlides and photographs from matched contests of the season. sion by the fusion of the highly
Spain and spoke about their year Both offenses were working well specialized aspects of medicine.
A medical movie was shown in
of study there. The next meet- and the defenses had a hard
Ing (this evening, November 24) time holding the score down. the afternoon preceding a diswill feature a discussion of LaSalle opened the scoring in cussion session in which many
Spanish poetry and more songs. the first quarter and went ahead doctors from all of the Philamembers of the group will par- 1-0. It did not take long for the delphia Medical Schools discusticipate in the readings.
Bears to tie it up. Mike Blewett, sed the qualities desired in seThe meeting this evening will taking a penalty kick, blasted lection of a medical student nad
be at the home of Mr. Wilcox at the first U.C. goal through. For the future that one may have in
7 :30 p.m.
a while it looked as if the Bears the profession.
were really about to roll, but
CHI ALPHA
they could not get that extra Slightly Allegorical . ..
inch needed to
h
t
(ContirlUed from page 2)
Why are we pre-theos? Are we the LaSalle goalie.
pus one pas s t u ff . I know if .the cider season
really suited for this vocation?
Meanwhile LaSalle was not hadn't ended as abruptly as it
As pre-theos, is it better to stay marking time. They pressed the began, I would have completely
in campus organizations whose bear defense hard and often, withdrawn from reality and
principles we may not always and by the end of the half had ended huddled in a dark corner
agree with or to get out entire- accumulated a 3-1 lead. What of some institution. I suppose
ly? Should we have to compro- seemed to upset the Bears most my situation may be likened to
mise our principles in order to by halftime was the fact that the story of Adam and his apbe popular? What does a pre- they were not being decidedly pIe an<;i the trouble it caused
theo dObwlhi en heI finGds ? hTe no out-played on the field and they him. But many of you don't beh ese felt that, but for very little, the I~eve that, do you? Do you bel ong~r e eves n od.
are JUs~ few o~ the questions score could be reversed.
heve me?
that will ~e dIscussed at the
When they came out of the·
next meetmg of Chi Alpha on. dressing room after half-time,'
KENNETH B. NACE
!uesday, November 25, at 7 p.m. the Bears were determined to
m the Faculty R~om .of the Li- get rolling, but things did not Complete Automotive Service
brary. Bill MCQUOld Will be mod- , go as they had hoped. LaSalle,·
5th Ave. & Main St
era tor.
not satisfied with the way things J
Collegev1l1e Pa
were going and anxious to ice
French Club
I the game quickly, rammed their ---------.....,..........".---........
Rene Coulet du Gard
a I fourth goal of the game through Yarns - NotIons - Cards
Frenchman who recently' be- the U.C. posts. This aggravated
COLLEGEVILLE
came an American citizen will the already wounded Bears
speak to the French Club on enough to galvanize them into
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
T
d
N
b
25 t
action. They brought the score
,a 7:30 up to 4-2 when Benny Settles 478 Main St .. Collegeville, Pa.
ues .ay, ove~ ~r
Iona C. Schatz
p.?1. m. the Gll·ls Day ~t~dy. crashed through the LaSalle de- HU 9-6061
~IS tOPlC wi1~ be on condltlO~s fense to score. Shortly after that,
In North A~nca with emphaslS ' the Bears raised their total to I
on the ternt?ry of Morocco.
1 3 when Blewett scored bis second
COMPLIMENTS
As a foreIgn. c~rrespondent goal of the game. And the bears
OF
for French pubhcatlO~, Mr. ~u were still rOlling with over ten!
Gard has traveled Wldely m I minutes left to play in the game. I
~urope,. the Near East, and Af- I Then. suddenly, the LaSalle forCOLLEGE CUT RATE
nca. Hls literary interests also ward line broke through the
exte~d to writing novels. short U.C. defense and scored. With
stones, and. poetry..
.'
the tally 5-3 the game appeared
5th Ave. & Main St.
Everyone 7> cordIally mVlted iced for the visitors. And it was,
to attend thlS meetIng.
in spite of extended drives for
Paul N. Lutz,
the remainder of the game, the
Cyclone winds have been Bears could do no more scoring
Manager.
known to whirl at a rate of 200 and lost their final home game
to 300 miles per hour.
of the season, 5-3.

(Continued Crom page 1)

urer and vice president of the
Men's Student
Government
Association, vice president of
Zeta Chi fraternity, and a member of the football team. He
plans to go on to graduate
school.
Alice Irwin, captain of the women's hockey team and president of Tau Sigma Gamma Sorority, is a physical education
major. Her activities during
college include captain of the
lacrosse team, secretary and vice
president of the Women's student Government Association
and co-subscription chairman
of the 1959 Ruby.
She is a member of the student Education Association of
Pennsylvania and was a member of the All Philadelphia Hockey team, 1st team; Philadelphia
lacrosse, first team; captain of
the All College Hockey team,
first team; and the Women's
lacrosse All American Reserve
team.
Nancy Owen, senior representative to the Women's Student
Association, is a psychology major and plans to enter elementary teaching or social work following graduation. She has been
recording secretary and is now
president of Phi Alpha Psi Sorority; reception co-chairman of
the YM- YWCA; treasurer of the
Women's Student Government
Association and past circulation
manager of the Weekly.
Joan Schaefer, co-editor of the
1959 Ruby, is a history major
and plans to do graduate work
in psychology. She is active in
the Curtain Club, co-directing
this Fall's production of "Under
Milkwood". Last year she produced the Student-Faculty Show
and has worked on the Weekly
staff. Joan is a member of Alpha Sigma Nu Sorority, Phi
Gamma Mu, honorary social studies society and Alpha Psi Omega, honorary dramatic fraternity.
Diana Vye, co-captain of the
cheerleaders and president of
the Spirit Committee, is a history major. She is co-editor of
the 1959 Ruby typing staff and
is president of Alpha Psi Omega,
nation honorary dramatic fraternity.
A member of the Pi Gamma
Mu, national honorary social
science Jraternity, Diana is vice
president of the Curtain Club
and is a Women's Student Government Association representative to the Forum Committee.
She is a member of the Student
Educational
Association
of
Pennsylvania and Phi Alpha Psi
Sorority. Diana plans to teach
social studies in secondary
schools.
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College Pharmacy
321 MAIN STREET
Stationery & School SuppUes
Only Prescription Drug store
in Town.
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French Forum . •.

(Continued from page 2)

(Continued Crom page 1)

this scene. The lighting here
needed improvement for there
were sharp shadows on her face,
and the shadows ought to have
been soft-to compliment the
mood of her prayer. Yet despite
all this, it was done beautifully.
The third scene was done very
well, so well in fact, that one
tended to forget the crude stage
of a rehearsal, and only the
scribe dipping his pen into a
bottle of ink that was not there
remined one of the reality, as
did the imaginary instruments
of the executioner. Yet it was in
this scene that the theme and
other elements of the play fell
together and blended into the
whole.
In the prison scene, there were
again shadows on the players'
faces; yet perhaps these shadows were appropriate for such a
scene. The "voices from heaven"
were clear this time, and could
be understood even in the rear
of the auditorium. Perhaps some
choir music at the close might
have been the appropriate way
to close the scene, but this was
not done.
All in all, the job was well
done, even with a script that
was lacking on several points, a
good show was produced. The
principals,
Flora
McQueen
(Joan) and Tim Combe (Masters) kept up that atmosphere of
conflict between the forces of
good and evil-and the problem
of compromising with evil to
gain a good end. For those who
failed to see the play, they missed something-a drama of one
who strives in life for the impossible possibility of perfection.

percent of the population of
France and Algeria voted in
favor of the new constitution;
the complete Moslem support 01
the constitution revealed that
they are tired of war with
France and think it better, for
the present, to vote in support of
the constitution. With better relations with Algeria restored, a
representative from Algeria will
be sent to the French government.
Many new provisions have
been added to the constitution of
the Fifth Republic, the main one
being the separation of power
between the legislative and executive branches. Formerly the
assembly had both powers. Succession of governmental positions is now provIded for, as
well as a system of checks and
balances to maintain stability in
the government.
The result of the renewed confidence in the French government caused inflation for awhile
and a somewhat unstable economy, but at the present time,
France's economy is leveling off,
aided by the great increase in
industrial expansion.

"Joan" by Swinton.

FRANK JONES
The Complete
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JEAN'S DRESS SHOP

Control your cash with a
Special Checking Account.
Protect your valuables in
a Safe Deposit Box.

COLLEGEVILLE
NATIONAL BANK.
A. W. ZUM](ER}LlN

flOWARD
JOflnJOnJ

339 Main St.
Collegeville

Dinners Daily & Sunday
Luncheons Banquets Parties
Butlet - Private Dining Room
Air Conditioned HU 9-9511

NEED A HAIRCUT
Sf> e . . .

For all your Printing Needs,
calion

PO'ITSTOWN'S

228 W. Main Street
Norristown, Pa.

==============

323 Main Street
Representative on CampusBOB SHIPPEE

to Howard Johnson's. He just
heard about our $2.25 Steak
Platter. He thinks it's extrathick broiled over live coals,
succulent and tender. And he's
so right! What he doesn't
know but soon will discover is
that, with all the trimmings,
nowhere in the world will he
enjoy such a delectable Steak
Platter for the money but at

PERKIOMEN BRIDGE
HOTEL

See our new line of
FALL JACKETS

Collegeville Cleaners and
P
M
owers en's Shop

HE'S OFF!

450 Main - EnG 9-9207
SportsWear & Alder Socks
Daily: 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat.: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

TAILOR MADE JACKETS
of all kinds.

LARRY POWELL
Campus Representative

DRIVE CAREFULLY The life you save may be
your own!

SMALE'S PRINTERY

(Continued trom page 2)

Sporting Goods Store
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785 N. Charlotte Street
student director and the stuPottstown, Pa.
dent producer, Katrinka and
Owned
& operated by an Ursinus
Jack Elander, as well as t he Alumnus--Rarold
L. Smale, '53
faculty director, William Van
Horn, that The Curtain Club was
able to maintain a sensible
continuity in its effort. This continuity and generally keen timing, combined with the undeniable natural acting abilities of
Miss McQueen and Combe, rendered Joan of Lorraine a most
acceptable production, deserving
of more than the sparse crowd
that attended.

JEWELER

I

I

"Joan" by Miller. • •

Pottstown, Pa.
1500 High St. FAculty 6-0281
9 miles West of Ursinus on
Route 422

Expert Shoe Repair Service.

Open Daily for Breakfast 7 a.m.
(Sunday 8 a.m.) to 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. until midnight

LEN'S SHOE REPAtR SHOP

28 Famous Flavors of Ice Cream

Main Street
Collegeville
Also a line of NEW SHOES

Private Parties at Anytime
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ENJOY THE FINS CUIiINE

Claude, Claude Jr.

at 313 Main

COZY AND COMFORTABLE
IN THE

or Pete
~treet

CLA UDE MOYER, Prop.

TERRACE ROOM
AT

LAIlESIIJE INN
6)

COLIJEGE MEN
EyE ING WORK
3 Hr ., 3 ights A Week
Must Have Car.
Opportunity for Summer
work with scholarships.
Interviews Tuesday 8:30 p.m.
Call BR 2-5499
lor Appointment.

LUNCHEON &. DINNER
SEBVED DAlLY IDd SUNDAY
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